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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The study focused only on disadvantaged areas in education in Cambodia, on the views 
and opinions of education stakeholders from the school community with a total of 675 
participants, in all 25 Provinces of Education, Youth and Sport, 50 Districts of Education, 
Youth and Sport, and 100 schools (53 elementary schools and 47 lower secondary schools). 
The purposes of this study are to prepare a roadmap to identify disadvantaged and remote 
areas, develop criteria to identify disadvantaged areas as a basis for teacher deployments 
and other interventions, identify teachers’ incentives in disadvantaged areas again and tar-
get the effective use of area allowance and explore the possibility of whether to maintain or 
eliminate disadvantaged and remote areas.

Criteria of disadvantaged areas have been identified through a Prakas of the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport, as well as further instructions to the Provinces of Education, 
Youth and Sport in regular updates. The number of enities and schools, as well as the num-
ber of officials in disadvantaged areas, was determined by the Province of Education, Youth 
and Sport to the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport agreed by the provincial governor. 
The criteria to identify disadvantaged areas include:

• Areas with transportation difficulties
• Areas with population density less than 10 persons per square kilometer
• Areas with permanent flood or natural disaster
• Area with incomplete schools
• Areas with integration or border
• The school employs contract teachers and two-class and two-shift teachers up to 

50% (for primary school)
• The school employs unspecialized teachers and additional time up to 30% (for sec-

ondary education)
• Others: Schools located far away from districts, areas with no local teachers, mar-

ket, health centers, areas of islands, waterways, malaria and infectious diseases, 
insecurity, landmine, and landmine vulnerabilities, water scarcity, mountain, etc.

Based on the findings of the study, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport should 
focus on the disadvantaged situation of the school directly rather than focusing on only the 
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areas, because the situation does not reflect the reality and needs of the school. Whereas, 
teachers who volunteered to work in disadvantaged schools should be highly encouraged 
for budget allowance, transportation, materials and opportunities to help them stabilize 
their families. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the implementation of the use of the 
area allowance, the setting of educational staff utilization criteria, teacher deployment, and 
teacher motivation in disadvantaged areas; the recommendations from this study propose 
to the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport with the following mechanisms should be 
implemented:

1. Update the disadvantaged entities and schools (low, medium, high) with a database 
to accurately record the changes of entities and schools;

2. Develop strategies to reduce school support from less disadvantaged entities to help 
schools or entities with high disadvantage;

3. Strengthen the system of school evaluation, disadvantaged entities to meet the cri-
teria and changes in a timely manner;

4. Support budget, technique, incentives for teachers who volunteer to teach at ex-
tremely disadvantaged schools regularly;

5. Strengthen teacher-transfered system and make teacher-recruitment exams based 
on the actual needs of each school.
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Abbreviation Abbreviation Khmer
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information

The education system in Cambodia was almost completely destroyed during the Khmer 
Rouge regime, with about 75% of teachers, 96% of university students, and 67% of all 
primary and secondary students in Cambodia were brutally killed. At the same time, all 
of the infrastructure has either been completely destroyed or abandoned, while textbooks 
remained scarce (Luis Benveniste, Jeffery Marshall and M. Caridad Araujo , 2008). There-
fore, in order to make education at that time work, the Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sport trained human resources under the slogan, “Those who know more must teach those 
who know less, those who know less teach those who do not know,” regardless of the study 
levels, in which primary school pupils who have completed grade 3 are also recruited to a 
one-year training course to become primary school teachers, especially for disadvantaged 
and remote areas (Naron, 2015). Over the past two decades, under the efforts of the Royal 
Government of Cambodia and the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, in collaboration 
with development partners (DPs), national and international organizations have made sig-
nificant progress in the education system. Despite the growth and reform of the education 
system in Cambodia, the shortage of teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas remains 
one of the most acute challenges. According to a report by the World Bank and NGO Educa-
tion Partnership (NEP, 2017), the teachers appear to be uneven in the region, with teachers 
in urban areas outnumbered and lack in disadvantaged and remote areas. The disparity in 
teacher education in those areas is based on two reasons; first, teachers assigned to remote 
rural areas often move to urban schools with surplus teachers, and second, law enforcement 
and regulations in the management of education staff are still loosening (World Bank and 
NEP, 2017) as cited in (Fata No and Sokcheng Nguon, 2018).

Thus, the immediate need to address this issue is to move teachers from surplus teacher 
areas to disadvantaged and remote areas where there is a shortage of teachers. (Luis Ben-
veniste et al, 2008). In response to these issues, the Royal Government of Cambodia has 
also authorized the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, and the Ministry of Health, in 
consultation with the Ministry of Public Works and the Ministry of Economy and Finance, 
as well as relevant institutions, to set clear principles and criteria for identifying diadvan-
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taged and remote areas based on repayment status community and economic reality of 
the geographical location of each clearly funding to encourage the education officials who 
work in those areas. In collaboration with the Ministry of Public Works, the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport has identified seven provinces: Ratanakiri, Mondulkiri, Stung 
Treng, Preah Vihear, Oddar Meanchey, Pailin and Koh Kong -which are located in remote 
areas and identify all entities and schools that are located in these provinces as remote ar-
eas. In that sense, the entities and schools located in the provincial capital are considered as 
remote area type 1 and entities and schools are in rulral areas type 2. Whereas, the entities 
and schools located in other provinces which are identified as disadvantaged entities and 
schools shall be located in the following situation:

• Areas with transportation difficulties

• Areas with population density less than 10 persons per square kilometer

• Areas with permanent flood or natural disaster

• Areas with integration or border

• Areas with incomplete schools

In addition, in order to improve the living conditions as well as to encourage teachers in 
remote and disadvantaged areas, the Royal Government of Cambodia also provides 40,000 
riels per month for teachers teaching in disadvataged areas; 50,000 riels for teachers teach-
ing in remote area (provincial town) and 60,000 riels for teachers teaching in rural area1. 
Then, in 2015, to encourage qualified teachers teaching in disadvantaged and remote areas, 
the government has once again set out the area allowance by providing 80,000 riels for civil 
servants working in disadvantaged areas, 100,000 riels in remote area type 1 and 120,000 
riels for civil servants working in remote area type 22. 

1.2 Reasons of the Study

Disadvantged and remote areas shall be redefined annually through a Prakas by the Min-
istry of Education, Youth and Sport to determine the exact geographical location of the 
each province in accordance with the request of the Province of Education, Youth and Sport 

1  Sub-decree N0.102 ANKR dated October 3, 2002
2  Sub-Decree 37 ANKR dated 18 March 2015
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following the request from the provincial governor board from each case. In addition, the 
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport wants to see which areas are in diasadvantages, and 
which areas are still sufferring to redefine appropriate incentives to attract qualified teachers 
to teach in those areas; thus, that is why this study is conducted.

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The purposes of this research are to:

1) develop a roadmap to identify the disadvantaged and remote areas;

2) establish criteria to identify disadvantaged areas as basis for teacher deployment and 
interventions;

3) redefine the incentives for teachers working in disadvantaged areas and redefine the 
area allowance for the effective use;

4) study the feasibility of whether to maintain or eliminate diadvantaged and remote 
areas.

1.4 Research questions

In order to meet the objectives of the study above, this research is covered by the follow-
ing questions:

1) In what conditions are the disadvantaged and remote areas redefined?

2) How much allowance should it be provided to attract qualified teachers to work in 
disadvantaged and remote areas?

3) Should remote areas be omitted or retained?

1.5 Significance of the Study

The findings may be an important basis for the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport’s 
leaders to make decisions in identifying disadvantaged and remote areas and allocate fund-
ing to education officials working in these areas to attract qualified teachers to teach in these 
areas.
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Chapter  2  
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Analysis of concerning researches related to disadvantaged areas in education

2.1.1 Identifying disadvantaged areas in a global context

Disadvataged areas are defined differently by the researchers in different contexts and 
situations. As stated above, the term disadvantage may be broad and may be perceived in 
many different ways. The first definition is based on the notion that disadvantages are eval-
uated based on the physical concentration of the disadvantaged population, which means 
that those who are in poverty, deprived by the state of what is the basic needed or socially 
regarded as worthless people, such and such. In general, this refers to the identification of 
disadvantaged areas based on are population (Baum 2006; Baum et al. 2006 and Reynolds 
& Wulff 2005).

The second perspective on disadvantaged areas is the connection between the place and 
its disadvantaged population. This concept is to identify disadvantaged areas based on sit-
uational analysis. The areas that are identified as disadvantaged ones are those that make 
it difficult for people to find employment, access to public services as well as basic needs, 
and not to have adequate infrastructure or can be the place with adverse environmental 
conditions, such as environment pollution, etc. Although a method of estimated specific 
measurement of a place based on the degree of remoteness and disadvantage in accessing 
public services is rarely used by Australian researchers, such as Dodson and Sipe (2007, 
2008) incorporates difficulties, such as the problems of travelling and transportation into 
some of the new indicators they have calculated. 

The third perspective is the study of disadvantaged areas linked to more frequent social 
issues, such as teenage pregnancy, domestic violence or crime or drug use. In particular, if 
the above social problems are more frequent, the difficulty level is higher and higher. Such 
a methodology, as practiced by researchers like Vinson (2007), measures the difficulties and 
reports of disadvantaged areas using the indicators “social disease” or otherwise known as 
“social crisis”. However, this method still has some drawbacks, which make it impossible to 
use it precisely in the measurement of living space (Hulse, Pawson, Reynolds, & Herath, 2014).
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A research study to address the problem of disadvantaged areas in Australian cities has 
been conducted with the aim of classifying, mapping, and measuring the ‘disadvantaged 
areas’ in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane as a value market analysis framework on homes 
in suburban disadvantaged areas (Hulse, Pawson, Reynolds, & Herath, 2014). The study de-
veloped a classification of “disadvantaged areas” in the three cities based on socioeconomic 
criteria. The “disadvantaged area” is defined as a population-focused, socio-economically 
difficult area to consider in line with Australian policymakers’ concerns. 

Also, the method for identifying and classifying “disadvantaged suburb areas” as de-
prived urban areas of Australia is based on a cluster analysis of indicators from the Austra-
lian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) in 2011, compared to 2001 and 2006, is the basis of thinking 
and distinguishing between areas under three major dimensions: 1) the mobility of the peo-
ple; 2) phase of family life, and 3) the state of socio-economic trajectory.

The study found that 10% of suburbs were classified as “disadvantaged areas” and clas-
sified into four broad categories: 1) young people and high single-parent families; 2) fam-
ilies with both parents, but move out of the country; 3) high mobilization population and 
many old people; and 4) high exodus and unemployment. At least 30% of disadvantaged 
suburb areas are still subject to complex criteria out of these four categories.  (Hulse, Paw-
son, Reynolds, & Herath, 2014).

2.1.2 Identifying disadvantaged areas in Cambodia

In consultation with the Ministry of Public Works and the Ministry of Economy and 
Finance, as well as with relevant ministries, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport 
has identified some entities and schools as disadvantaged entities and schools based on five 
criteria: areas with transportation difficulties, areas with a population density of less than 
10 people per square kilometer, permanent flooded or natural disaster areas, integration or 
bordered areas, and areas with incomplete schools3, such and such. Moreover, according 
to statistics and public education indicators of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport 
2018-2019 also identified disadvantaged schools in five conditions: schools with at least 
50% of the rooms without good roof, at least 50% of the rooms without good floor, at 
least 50% of the rooms without good walls, no clean water supply and no toilets (Public 
Education Statistics & Indicators, 2018-2019). However, the identifying the disadvantaged 

3  Prakas no. 2603, AYK BRK, dated October 1, 2014
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and remote areas are to fund and encourage qualified teachers to teach in those areas. The 
identifying the disadvantaged areas is to ensure that the ministry has sufficient infrastruc-
ture and rehabilitation for schools that are in poor conditions and lack access to toilets and 
clean water.

2.2 The solution of teacher shortage in disadvantaged areas

What policies are being implemented to attract and retain teachers and improve the qual-
ity of schools in disadvantaged areas?

2.2.1 Solutions of teacher shortage in disadvantaged areas in the region and the world

Most government systems have used incentives to attract teachers to schools in disad-
vantaged areas.  Most of the incentive plans are focused on remote and rural schools; how-
ever, some systems also encourage teachers to hold positions or in schools. Many public 
school systems use beneficial transfers that allow teachers to move to a preferred location 
after a period of service in less satisfactory conditions or to provide home and relocation 
benefits for teachers and home movement for teachers in remote schools. Some systems 
allow teachers for public holidays in remote schools to visit various centers for business, 
family or health reasons. Some systems give extra money to teachers in remote areas per-
manently and provide scholarships to attract qualified teachers to teach in those areas (Rice, 
Rice, & Richardson, 2017).

According to a new report by the California Institute for Policy Studies, teacher short-
ages have become even more acute in some states in the United States, and teacher enroll-
ment has fallen dramatically, such as Colorado, one of the states with the biggest problems, 
especially in rural areas, so the government provided $300,000 for a program designed to 
address this problem in the countryside. In order to make it easy for management, 148 of 
the 178 districts in Colorado are classified as rural. 

In addition, the U.S. Institute for Policy Studies reports that many cities, including Wash-
ington, Oklahoma and South Dakota, have proposed legislation to provide scholarships 
and not pay for tutoring services. Hiring retired teachers to teach vocational training and 
resource support throughout the year is also a founding strategy to tackle this problem.   The 
Colorado Legislature passed a law to allow retired teachers to teach without affecting their 
pensions (Strauss, 2018).
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Gambia has also implemented a disadvantaged area policy to attract qualified teachers to 
teach in the remote and poorest areas, offering an additional budget of 30%, 35% and 40% 
of their salary, depending on distance from cities to those areas (Todd Pugatch & Elizabeth 
Schroeder, 2014). As a result, this policy could increase qualified teachers to teach in disad-
vantaged areas by 10%. The United States also contributes 20% to 50% of total salaries to 
address teacher shortage in disadvantaged and remote areas (OECD, 2012). Australia and 
Korea have also used the Teacher Career Framework as a tool to deploy teachers to disad-
vantaged areas, raise remuneration and prerequisites so that teachers have the opportunity 
to become a director, deputy director, deputy director or education specialist in schools 
(MoEYS, 2018).

In Sri Lanka, the government has sought to address the challenges of attracting and re-
taining teachers in rural schools by assigning new recruits to rural schools for the first time 
within a limited time by providing housing allowance and opportunities to be promoted, 
etc. Nigeria also provides supplemental scholarships to teachers teaching in disadvantaged 
areas about 15 percent of their basic salaries. Pakistan’s national education policy also tries 
different incentives by subsidizing girls at secondary and college level and then contracting 
them to serve specific institutions from three to five years and offers incentives related to 
special wages and incentives for working in remote rural institutions. In Papua New Guin-
ea, the government has also created jobs in disadvantaged schools to be more attractive by 
using incentives through the subsidy system for those working in such schools by providing 
money of approximately 10% of their basic teacher salaries. The allowance is paid to cover 
the cost of a teacher’s travel and address the hardships they face while living in disadvan-
taged and remote areas. 

Generally, the allowance for teachers who teach in these disadvantaged and remote areas 
is only a small part of their daily wages, transportation, medical treatment, and expenses for 
visiting families in their hometown; this cannot attract qualified teachers to teach in the area 
(Fata No and Socheng Nguon, 2018).

2.2.2 Solutions of teacher shortage in disadvantaged areas in Cambodia

To address the shortage of teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas, the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport has started promoting local teacher recruitment as a way to 
adequately train teachers by choosing to address teacher shortages in rural areas through a 
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series of training courses by recruiting students at the elementary level in that area for one-
year training to become primary school teacher, such as 3+1, then in 1984-1985 followed by 
4+1 training and 5+1 training from 1985-1986 to 1990-19914. This solution has helped the 
ease of the shortage of teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas, but in general, the Min-
istry of Education, Youth and Sport still lacks teachers in almost every province, especially 
primary schools, such as Siem Reap, Kandal, Kampong Cham and Tbaung Khmum because 
some teachers are retired, transferred to other ministries and have been deregistered on 
average of 2,000 per year, of whom 1,500 retired and 200 transferred to other ministries5. 
To further address this problem, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS) 
also employs non-teaching staff to teach in highly needed areas and provide continuous 
incentives for education workers to work in those areas. At the same time, the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport also conducts tests, evaluates and proposes a promotion or rank 
for education staff who are working in disadvantaged areas or those who volunteer working 
in disadvantaged areas once a year6.

Even though the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport provided accommodation and 
suggested for promotion or rank for teachers working in the disadvantaged and remote 
areas, this solution has not been achieved in promoting the number of qualified teachers to 
teach in the areas of high needs because those allowances are too little, which makes it diffi-
cult for teachers to work in areas without support from family and farmland for cultivation, 
etc (Luis Benveniste , Jeffery Marshall , Lucrecia Santibañez, 2007).

4  Report of Teacher Training Department
5  Teacher Career Framework 2018
6  Human Resource Management Reform Principles for Education 2019
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Chapter 3  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Scope and limitation of the study

Due to time constraints, human resources and funding, the study focused on only 100 
primary and lower secondary schools located in disadvantaged and remote areas in the 25 
provinces of the Kingdom of Cambodia.

3.2 Types of participants

The research focuses only on disadvantaged areas in education in Cambodia, focusing 
on the views and opinions of education stakeholders from communities, schools, including 
leaders of PoEs, DoEs, local authorities, school principals, teachers with in total of 675. 
The study selected the above sample from 25 provinces in Cambodia. The findings of this 
research could be used as a basis for a roadmap and redefined disadvantaged and remote 
areas.

3.3 Research tools

The questionnaire was divided into four categories after interviewing stakeholders from 
disadvantaged and remote areas, including the head of the (deputy) director of PoEs, (vice) 
chief of DoEs, school (vice) directors, and teachers. After conducting consultations on 
equipment from all stakeholders, the research team also collected test data for their reliabil-
ity of the research instruments.

3.4 Data collection, entry and analysis

The actual data collected from the 675 respondents was coded and then entered into 
Excel on computers by researchers of the Policy Department. After data entry, the data is 
cleaned and converted into SPSS. For open format answers, the analysis was done by the 
researchers to identify new ideas or concepts through these answers.

In the analysis of the closing answers, the data was analyzed with the SPSS program, es-
pecially the statistical analysis, which is based on each data type. When analyzing the find-
ings, the researchers noted a discrepancy between the percentages of respondents (in case) 
and the percentages of the answers. In this study, the analysis of the answers was used es-
pecially for questions where the respondents could choose to answer more than one answer.
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3.5 Sampling and location for study

After receiving data from the Department of Education Management Information Sys-
tem and the Department of Personnel in mid-2019, the research team collected samples of 
100 schools, including 36 primary schools and 36 lower secondary schools in disadvan-
taged areas and 14 primary schools and 14 lower secondary schools in remote areas. As 
mentioned above, the research team also stratified the sample of schools in disadvantaged 
and remote areas using MS. Excel randomly selected samples from both areas, and the re-
search team also calculated the ratio between the number of schools in the disadvantaged 
and remote areas in the sample. Information on the segregation of schools in disadvantaged 
and remote areas is provided by figures in Prakas No. 2603 MoEYS BRK by the Ministry 
of Education, Youth and Sport in 2014 and data 2016-2017 of the Department of Education 
Management Information System.

The four target groups interviewed are: teachers, school principals and representatives 
from the Province of Education, Youth and Sports, District of Education, Youth, and Sport. 
After the 100 samples were selected, the teachers were selected with the helps from the 
school principals. The study included 675 selected samples.

Table 1: Types of samples and numbers

No. Type of interviewee Number

01 Director or Deputy Director of Provincial Department of  
Education, Youth and Sport 25

02 Chief or Vice-Chief of District Office of Education, Youth and Sport 50
03 School director or vice director 100
04 Teacher (5 teachers per school) 500

Total 675

3.6 Design of research tools

The research tool is designed through the review of theories related to disadvantaged 
areas, legal documents and consultations with professional departments. The questionnaire 
was divided into six sections: 1) general information of the participants, 2) identification 
of disadvantaged areas, 3) recruitment of teachers in the disadvantaged areas, 4) regional 
incentives, 5) challenges, and 6) suggestions. The questionnaire was mixed in both quanti-
tative and qualitative data.
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Chapter 4 
FINDINGS

This chapter presents the results of data analysis and interpretation of research results in 
connection with the objectives and research questions mentioned above. The data collected 
were analyzed using Microsoft Excel and SPSS to meet the research objectives through 
analysis of formal questionnaires. The study planned to interview 675 stakeholders, and 
618 questionnaires, 92% of the expected scope of the study, were officially used for data 
analysis. The reasons for the inadequacy of data are due to data collection with the vacation 
and some schools have fewer teachers. The study also obtained documents relating to a list 
of organizations and schools in the disadvantaged and remote areas from the Province of 
Education, Youth and Sport of 92%, and from the District of Education, Youth and Sport of 
72% for reference in verifying research data.

4.1 Information on the number of participants

4.1.1 Participants

The study involved a total of 618 stakeholders from the 25 Provinces of Education, 
Youth and Sport, 50 District Offices of Education, Youth and Sport, 100 scool directors in 
disadvantaged areas and 443 teachers.

4.1.2 percent of the participants by gender

The study consisted of 31.2% of female respondents and 68.8% of men, divided accord-
ing to the type of respondents.
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Graph 1: Number of participants by gender and type of participant

4.1.3 Age-group participants

The participants in this study were aged between 19 and 59 and the average age was 35, 
as shown in Graph 2.

Graph 2: Percentage of participants by age group
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4.1.4 Experience in the current role of the participants

All of the participants had a current role between 0 and 34 years and an average of 9 
years (Graph 3).

Graph 3: Experience in the current role of the participants

Of the total participants, only 35% of participants had more than 10 years of current 
service experience.

4.1.5 Participants’ educational experiences

In general, the participants in this study were education officials with between 1 and 40 
years of educational experience with average of 14 years. The following histogram shows 
the frequency of experiences that participants provided with information in all of their ed-
ucation.
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Graph 4: Participants’ experience in Education

Over 58% of participants had less than 15 years of educational experience.

4.2 Identifying disadvantaged areas

4.2.1 Participants familiarizing with disadvantaged areas

About 97% of the interviewees were aware of the entity or school located in disadvan-
taged and remote areas. Only 3% of participants did not know about it. The analysis ex-
cluded participants who were unaware of the entity or school located in the disadvantaged 
and remote areas.
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Graph 5: Participants familiarizing with disadvantaged areas

4.2.2 Criteria of disadvantaged areas

The participants were aware of the criteria the entity or school was in the disadvantaged 
area on the following criteria:

Graph 6: Criteria of disadvantaged areas

Overall, all criteria for identifying the disadvantaged areas were: 25% for transportation 
difficulties, 20% for less than 10 population density per square kilometer, 19% for perma-
nent flood or natural disaster, 17% for incomplete school, 15% for integration or border, 
and 4% for others.

Percentage of respondents who responded to each of the criteria for defining the criteria 
of a disadvantaged entity or school are shown as follows:
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Table 2: Perception on the criteria of disadvantaged areas

No. Criteria of entities or schools in disadvantaged areas % responddent
1 Areas with transpotation difficulties 85%

2 Areas with population density less than 10 people per squaa-
re kilometer 68%

3 Areas with permanent flood or natural disaster 66%
4 Areas with incomplete schools 57%
5 Areas with integration or border 53%
6 Others 15%

4.2.3 Previous evaluation of disadvantaged entities and schools

Out of the five criteria set forth in Prakas No 2603 MoEYS. PRK., the Ministry of Edu-
cation, Youth and Sport’s evaluation of entities and schools in the past has been disadvan-
taged, based on criteria in each region. Approximately 73% of those are familiar with the 
disadvantaged areas responded that the past assessment with one condition of 12%, two 
conditions of 12%, three conditions of 19%, four conditions of 14%, and five conditions of 
16%, while respondents who did not know clearly about it are 27%.

Graph 7: Criteria assessment on disadvantaged areas

Schools that meet the status of their schools meet the five criteria of schools in disadvan-
taged areas as determined by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport as shown in the 
graph below:
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Graph 8: Principal’s and teacher’s answers to school situations

4.2.4 Entities and schools located in disadvantaged areas

There are 4658 entities and schools located in disadvantaged areas across the country. 
The 25 Provinces of Education, Youth and Sport provided a list of entities and schools lo-
cated in the disadvantaged areas, and added that Phnom Penh has the least disadvantaged 
areas when the province of Tbaung Khmum is the most difficult and Siem Reap comes 
second.

Graph 9: Entities and schools in disadvantaged areas by city and province
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4.2.5 Updating disadvantaged entities and schools 

According to letter No. 1277 MoEYS. BL, dated 11 March 2019, advised the Province 
of Education, Youth and Sport to update school entities and education staff in disadvantaged 
and remote areas in order to check the status of areas as set out in Prakas No. 2603 អអអ. 
PRK., dated 1 October 2014 on the setting and schools in remote and disadvantaged areas.

The results show that at the targeted PoEs, DoEs have upgraded 83% of enitties and 
schools in disadvantaged areas, while 17% of them have not been updated yet.

Graph 10: Updating disadvantaged entities and schools

The criteria added two other points to the five criteria as follows:

Schools with contracted teachers and teachers teaching two classes, two shifts of 50% or 
more (for primary school)

Schools employ teachers teaching unspecialized subjects and additional time of 30% or 
more (for secondary education)

This update is made available in addition to new criteria for disadvantaged areas. The 
following is the percentage of participants who responded to the criteria.

Graph 11: Percentage of respondents on all seven criteria
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 Also, the principal, teachers in the target schools commented on the school situation 
as follows:

Graph 12: Percentage of schools reporting difficult situations

The results show that the status of the entities is still difficult at about 95%; on the con-
trary, only 4% said that its entity is no longer difficult and 1% said it is unknown for the 
target schools surveyed.

Meanwhile, the targeted PoEs, DoEs accounted for 59% of the redefinition of disadvan-
taged areas, while the remaining 41% have not done yet.

Graph 13: Percentage of the PoEs and DoEs redefined the criteria
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Of these, type 1 accounted for 58.1%, and type 2 represented 41.9%. The above types of 
disadvantaged areas were categorized according to the percentage of respondents as shown 
in Graph 14.

Graph 14: Percentage of respondents on criteria of disadvantaged areas type1 & 2

4.2.6 Perceptions on modifying criteria

Fifty-five percent of the participants felt that the disadvantaged and remote area criteria 
set out in Prakas No. 2603 should be amended, while another 45 percent said it should not.

Graph 15: Respondents want modification of disadvantaged areas
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The amendment should identify all seven criteria and have the highest percentage of 
support for the difficult transportation criteria in the disadvantaged areas (72.1%).

Graph 16: Criteria for setting out the adadvantaged areas

The above results show that the dsadvantagd areas in transportation difficulties remain 
the highest, followed by low population density and flooding areas. In particular, areas 
where teachers misrepresent their specialties and overtime are up to 30% are also important 
criteria. In addition to the seven criteria, there are also additional criteria, such as schools 
that are located away from the district, areas with no teachers, no local markets, no health 
centers, islands, transportations with waterways, malaria and infectious diseases, vulnera-
ble areas with landmines and unexploded ordnance, water scarcity, jungle areas, etc.

4.2.7 The diadvantaged schools

The study also identified schools identified by the 25 Provinces of Education, Youth and 
Sport, and the 50 target districts and municipalities, as the disadvantaged schools in the re-
gion. It is also explaining the situation of the difficulties. The following table is a list of the 
disadvantaged schools in the 25 provinces in Cambodia:
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Table 3: Name of schools in the most disadvantages in each province

No. Province/
municipality School Address School difficulties

01 Prey Veng Phum Thmey 
Primary 
School 

Koh Sampov,
Peamchor 
district

*Transpotation difficulties by 
taking boat to school 
*Travelling from Vietnam to 
school (for the whole year) 
*Difficulties in looking for hu-
man resources (difficulties in 
accommodation, no teachers)

02 Kandal Chroy Snor 
Primary 
School 

Prekchrey 
commune, 
Kohthom 
district 

*Flooding for 8 months  
*Areas with transpotation diffi-
culties and border  

03 Kampong 
Cham

Veal Bam-
pong Primary 
School 

Kbobtangoun 
commune, 
Stung Strong 
district

*Transpotation difficulties cross-
ing stream in the raining season 
*Remote village 
*Lack of teachers, two shifts with 
only three teachers

04 Kampong 
Chhnang

Slot Primary 
School

Slot village, 
Phlovtout 
commune, 
Kampongleng 
district

*No road for transportation (rav-
eling by boat) 
*Permanent flood 
*Population density is less than 
10 people per sq.km.

5 Kampong 
Speu

Sreken Prima-
ry School

Chor com-
mune, Oral 
district

*School away from Oral district  
*Transpotation difficulties cross-
ing cliff, mud without bridge, 
road, travelling by buffalo cart, 
tramway road,… 
*Employing contract teachers 

06 Svay Rieng Prasat Primary 
School

Sangkat 
Prasat, Krong 
Bavet

Bordering with problems of roads

07 Kratie Konvar Prima-
ry School

Srechis com-
mune, Sambo 
district

*No transportation roads 
*Ethnic area in the mountainous, 
remote and malaria area
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08 Kampong 
Thom

All primary 
schools in 
Peambang and 
Phatsandaiy 
commune

*Peambang 
commune, 
Stong district 
*Phatsandaiy 
commune, 
Kampong 
Svay district

*All schools are floating schools 
in Tonle Sab lake 
*Travelling by vehicles, motor, 
boats with long distance

09 Takeo Banteay Sloek 
Primary 
School

Cheychok 
commune, 
Borei Cholsar 
district

*No transportation roads and 
school buildings

10 Kep Hun Sen
Koh Som Pri-
mary School

Koh Som 
village,
Angkul com-
mune,
Damnak 
Changeur 
district

*People engaged in fishing and 
rice farming (low living standard)  
*Most students come to study 
along the rice field dams 
*Students absent much during 
the harvesting season 
*The entrance is slippery when it 
rains.

11 Koh Kong Avlatan Annex 
School

Chroy Bros 
village, Chroy 
Bros com-
mune, Koh 
Kong district
 

*Travelling inland or in stormy 
conditions 
*When sick, no health center 
(travelling by water to provincial 
town) 
* The area has no shipping ser-
vice to rent a boat or fast boat 
of 500,000-600,000 for normal 
weather, while when the storm is 
60,000x10 times and there is also 
no shipping service.

12 Stung Treng Tale Primary 
School

Tale Village, 
Santepheap 
commune, 
Siempang 
district

*Transportation difficulties and 
telecommunications services 
*Indigenous people find it diffi-
cult to communicate their tradi-
tional and ethinical language  
*People do not understand the 
value of education, high dropout 
rates
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13 Pursat Prekkror Pri-
mary School

Prekkror vil-
lage, Metoek 
commune, 
Bakan district 

*Floating school in the Tonle Sab 
Lake 
*Buildings made from bamboo  
*Transportation difficulties con-
struction/repairing materials  
*Difficulties in travelling to 
control teaching, learning, man-
agement 
*Much payment  
*Poor telephone service in com-
munication  

14 Rotanakiri Vernhoy Pri-
mary School

Yatpok com-
mune, Vern-
sai district

*45km from downtown and 
87km from the provincial down-
town in the rainy season (cross-
ing river, forest and road condi-
tions)

15 Battambang Prasat Ang-
deth Primary 
School

Okrous vil-
lage,
Serey Me-
anchey 
commune, 
Sampov Loun 
district

*Difficult road for traveling and 
flood area 
*Population distribution is far 
apart 
*Poor living standard of people

16 Pailin Kohkeo Prima-
ry School

Stung Strong 
commune

*Lack of electricity for kindergar-
ten at all levels of ethnical popu-
lation

17 Siem Reap Mothkhla Pri-
mary School

Anlong 
Samrong 
commune, 
Chikreng 
district

*Flooding area (half inland and 
waterwat)

18 Preahvihear Snapha’ak Pri-
mary School

Snapha’ak vil-
lage, Srayang 
commune, 
Kulen district

*Transpotation difficulties and 
natural disaster
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19 Otdarme-
anchey

Kondam-
rei Primary 
School

Kondamrei 
village, Sang-
kat Samrong, 
Krong Sam-
rong 

*The road is 50 kilometers, no 
water source, no electricity, no 
communication, no school build-
ings, people’s living is difficult 
*Lack of water in dry season, and 
difficult travelling in rainy season

20 Bateaymean 
chey

 Sralaotrom 
Primary 
School

Sralaotrom 
village, Toul-
pongro com-
mune, Malai 
district

*About 30-40km away from the 
DoE with difficult roads 
*The school has only two rooms 
with 5 classes and 94 students 
*All contract teachers

21 Preah Siha-
nouk

Soksan 1990 
Primary 
School

Sangkat 
Kogrong, 
Krong 
Kohrong 

*On an island, difficulties in trav-
elling, spending a lot of money 
and time, facing frequent teacher 
changes 
*Malaria area

22 Phnom Penh Prek Prang 
Lower Second-
ary School and 
Prek Prang 
Annex School

Sangkat Prek 
Tasek, 
Chroy 
Changva 
district 

*Flooding in raining season, diffi-
cult roads  
*Lack of teachers and difficult 
teacher deployment 

23 Kampot Chamkar-
mon Primary 
School 

Chamkarmon 
village, Taken 
commune, 
Chhuk dis-
trict

*The entrance is long and diffi-
cult, with no houses 
*No accommodation for teachers

24 Tbaung 
Khmum

Brey Primary 
Schol 

Kraveanthom 
commune, 
Memot dis-
trict

Incomplete schools, lack of teach-
ers, lack of school buildings, lack 
of infrastructure

25 Mondulkiri Antrongsen 
Primary 
School

Pouchrey 
commune, 
Pichreada 
district

* Transpotation difficulties 
(through Kratie) 
*Malaria and integration areas 
*Low population density

The disadvantaged schools in all 50 district and cities
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Table 4: Name of schools in the disadvantaged schools in the target districts

No. District School School Location School Status

01 Pothireang Peamspeu Pri-
mary School

Peamspeu village,
Prekchrey com-
mune,
Pursat district
Prey Veng prov-
ince

*Far from district, no roads 
(travelling in the waterway 
when heavy rains, crossing 
many boats on the opposite 
bank of the Tonle Sap River 
in Lvea Em district, Kandal 
provincea)

02 Svay Antor Krangcham-
bok Primary 
School

Krangchambok 
village, Peanlean 
commune, Svay 
Antor district, Prey 
Veng province

*Long distance with difficul-
ty to travel from the district 
center 
*Most of teachers are far  
from school  
*Lack of teachers

03 Kohthom Chroysnor Pri-
mary School

Prekchrey com-
mune, Kohthom 
district, Kandal 
province

*Transpotation difficulties 
(6-month flooding and 
6-month landing) 
*Natural disaster (wind, 
thunder storm etc.) 
*Bordering with Vietnam

04 Sa’ang Tayor Primary 
School

Prasat commune, 
Saang district, 
Kandal province 

*Population density less than 
10 people/sq. km 
*Transportation difficulties 
(8 months flooding can only 
travel only 4 months)

05 Sreysanthor Kampong 
Phnov Prima-
ry School

Romdeng com-
mune, Sreysanthor 
district, Kampong 
Cham province

Flooding road is difficult to 
travel in the rainy season, and 
when dry season, travelling 
across rice fields, boats.

06 Choeung 
Prey 

Damnakampil 
Primary 
School

Damnakampil 
village, Chnoeung-
chey commune, 
Chhoeung Prey 
district, Kampong 
Cham province

*Only one building and too 
old
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07 Samakime-
anchey 

Andongbreng 
Primary 
School

Royas village, 
Chheanloeung 
commune, Sa-
makimeanchey 
district, Kampong 
Chhnange prov-
ince

*Transportation difficulties 
(up and down the mountain) 
*Lack of teachers (teachers 
moving out not required by 
law)    
*School away from the com-
munity, bubble houses which 
are difficulty to collect stu-
dents), lack of water  
*Too few students, os it  is 
difficult to deploy teachers 

08 Toekphos Taphon Prima-
ry School

Tadus village, 
Kdolsenchey com-
mune, Toekphos 
district, Kampong 
Chhnang province

Difficult roads, lack of teach-
ers

09 Phnoms-
rouch

Kirirom Pri-
mary School

Chambok com-
mune, Phnoms-
rouch district, 
Kampong Speu 
province

*Lack of teacher accommoda-
tion, lack of school buildings, 
few students  
*Away from the district 
downtown 

10 Samrongtong Peamkhley 
and Kirisok-
hom Primary 
School

Tumpormeas 
commune, Sam-
rongtong district, 
Kampong Speu 
province
 

School is in Tumpormeas 
commune bordering with 
Phnomsrouch and Oral 
District with difficult roads, 
transportation difficulties and 
natural disaster. 

11 Chantrea Toul Angpra-
sat Primary 
School

Prasat village, 
Sangkat Prasat, 
Krong Bavit, Svay-
rieng province

*Transportation diffulties  
*Population dentsity is less 
than 10 people per sq. km2  
*Integration or bordering 
area  
*Incomplete school 
*Employing contract teachers
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12 Krong Bavith Kohrussey Pri-
mary School

Kohrussey village, 
Toulspeu com-
mune, Chantrea 
district, Svayrieng 
province

*Situated on a swamp along 
the Vietnamese border; the 
road is difficult during the 
rainy season.
*Lack of teachers   
*Lack of clean water

13 Chetborei Treap Primary 
School

Treap Village, 
Thmei commune, 
Chetborei district, 
Kratie province

*No transportation  
*Lack of teachers, school 
buildings, only restrooms 
with the zinc roof  
*Ethnics  
*Away from the central dis-
trict (40km)

14 Brasatsambo Kbalstung Pri-
mary School

Svay village, 
Sdeung commune, 
Prasat Sambo 
district, Kampong 
Thom district

*Transportation difficulties  
*Away from the central dis-
trict (crossing the forest)  
*Only one formal staff (2 
contract teachers)  
*Population density of less 
than 10 people per sq.km 
*Only 3 classes (incomplete 
school)

15 Brasatbalang Peam Atit Pri-
mary School

Peam Atit village, 
Sarkram com-
mune, Balang 
district, Kampong 
Thom province

*Transportation difficulties 
*Away from the central dis-
trict and in a quiet area near 
the bordering with Sangkum 
Thmei district of Preah Vi-
hear province  
*Students come to school 
travelling through the jungle  
*No human resources (teach-
ers from other communes)

16 Kirivong Preykhmounh
Primary 
School

Som commune, 
Kirivong district, 
Takeo province

*Bordering areas with diffi-
culties in travelling   
*Incomplete school  
*Natural disaster  
*Lack of teachrs
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17 Treang Preyphdav Pri-
mary School

Preyphdav Village, 
Sambo Commune, 
Treang District, 
Takeo Province

*Bordered by flood area (one 
village-Prey Vrash), students 
come to learn in the rainy 
season by boat

18 Sesan Talak Primary 
School

Talork commune, 
Sesan district, 
Stugntreng prov-
ince 

*Transportation difficulties 
*Lack of teachers

19 Kep Angkor 
Phnom Touch 
Primary 
School

Kampongtrach 
village, Sangkat 
Preythom, Krong 
Kep, Kep province

*Rula roads 
*Lack of school and adminis-
trative bildings

20 Damnakcha-
noeur

Kohsom Pri-
mary School

Angkol commune, 
Damnakchaneur 
disitrict, Kep prov-
ince

*Population density of less 
than 10 people/sq.km 
*Vulnerability, illness, wind 
chill  
*Transportation difficulties 

21 Siembok Annex Olang 
village and 
Okak Primary 
School

Siembok com-
mune, Siembok 
district, Stungtreng 
province

*Transportation difficulties 
(flowing water road) and Low 
population density  
*Flooded people’s houses bor-
dering Prey Lang and Kratie 
province

22 Ratanakmon-
dul

Tradokpong 
Primary 
School

Kandalstung 
village, Andeu-
khep commune, 
Ratanak Mondul 
distrct, Battam-
bang pronvine

*Transportation difficulties 
crossing stream  
*Landmine area  
*No accommondation for 
teachers  
*Use many contract teachers  
*Incomplete school

23 Ponheakrek Chreab Prima-
ry School

Chreab village, 
Pnealmlu com-
mune, Ponheakrek 
district, Tbaung 
Khmum province

*Transportation difficulties 
*Lack of staff, teachers (diffi-
culties in selecting teachers) 
*Low population density 
(Most of them working in 
rubber plantation) 
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24 Tbongkhum Chamlu Pri-
mary School

Chamlu village, 
Rokarbram com-
mune, Tbaung 
Khmum district, 
Tbaung Khmum 
province

*Transportation difficulties 
*Low population density 
*Incomplete school  
*Lack of teachers

25 Kulen Phnomtel Pri-
mary School

Srayang commune, 
Kulen district, 
Preah Vihear prov-
ince

*Transportation difficulties 
*Low population density 
away from downtown  
*Incomplete school

26 Orang Doeums-
vay Primary 
School

Sham Village, Mo-
norom commune, 
Orang district, 
Mondulkiri prov-
ince

*Transportation difficulties 
and telecommunication  
*Incomplete school  
*Low number of students and 
people  
*Inappropraite food and ac-
commodation for teachers 
*No school buildings 

27 Konmom Meunthang 
Primary 
School

Meunthangmuy 
village, 
Teun commune, 
Konmom district, 
Rotanakiri prov-
ince

*School away from village, 
central district (25km) 
* Transpotation difficulties in 
rainy season (crossing villag-
ers’field)  
*Ethnics (Kroeng ethnics 
are able to speaker Khmer 
language of about 40%)

28 Borkeo Palethmey Pri-
mary School

n.a * Transpotation difficulties 
and far 

29 Krakor Anlongrang 
Primary 
School

Kamponglor vil-
lage, Kampongpor 
commune, Krakor 
district, Pursat 
province 

*Permanent floating school 
*Away from the central dis-
trict  
*Permanent lack of teachers
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30 Pursath Suy Sem Kam-
pongstong Pri-
mary School

Chamroeunphal 
commune (border-
ing with Ochrov, 
Bratil commune, 
Kravanh district), 
Krong Pursat, Pur-
sat province

*School in the jungle with 
dirt and difficult roads when 
it rains; 22 km from the cen-
tral district

31 Mondulseima Annex School 
K3 (Khnong 
Phnom 100)

Baklong com-
mune, Mondulsei-
ma district, Koh 
Kong province

*School located on a moun-
tainside along the Thai-Cam-
bodian border, 55 km from 
the town 
*Gravel roads, no clean water, 
no electricity 
*Isolated people’s houses 
(controlled by soldiers)

32 Salakrav Phnom Krenh 
Primary 
School

Stungstrong com-
mune

*Quiet area
*Lack of water, electricity  
*People are often displaced 
*No accommodation for 
teachers 
*Transportation difficulties

33 Tbengme-
anchey

Stungtouch 
Primary 
School

Porkhoeurn 
village, Por com-
mune, Tbengme-
anchey district, 
Preah Vihear 
province

*Transportation difficulties 
(by cow cart and crossing 
forest) 
*Population distribution is 
not collected 
*Not suitable building (tem-
porary school)  
*No electricity network

34 Kulen Phnomtel Pri-
mary School

Phnomtel village, 
Srayang commune, 
Kulen district, 
Preah Vihear prov-
ince 

*Difficulties in transporta-
tion, away from the down-
town  
*Low population density  
*Incomplete school 

35 Kralanh Phokkroch 
Primary 
School

Sambor commune, 
Kralanh district, 
Siem Reap prov-
ince

*Transportation difficulties 
and flooding
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36 Pouk Mechrey Pri-
mary School

Keopor commune, 
Pouk district, Siem 
Reap province

*Floating school  (moving 
location twice a year to spend 
much time, energy and mon-
ey on moving the building)

37 Samrong Kondam-
rei Primary 
School

Kondamrei village, 
Sangkat Samrong, 
Otdarmeanchey 
province

*Lack of school building (a 
current wooden building 
with 4 rooms, average condi-
tion) 
*Difficult for transportation 
in rainy season  
*People with poor living stan-
dard and mobilzation  
*Population density less than 
10 people per sq.km

38 Mongkul-
borei

Ochoubth-
mei Primary 
School

Soeur commune, 
Mongkulborei 
distirct, Banteay 
Meanchey prov-
ince

*Transpotation difficulties, 
underwater 
*Population density 
*Natural disaster 
*Contract teachers 
*Lack of formal teachers

39 Sereisophorn Salakrav Pri-
mary School

Salakrav village, 
Sangkat Tviet, Kro-
ng Sereisophorn, 
Banteaymeanchey 
province

*School with 6-class level in 
total of 51/21 
*Three teachers (teach two 
classes)  
*Transferred teachers not 
sending there 
*PoEs not allow to have new 
post (Sangkat Pongsat, Tviet, 
Mkak)

40 Chongkal Bakvek Prima-
ry School 

Bakvek village, 
Chongkal com-
mune, Otdarme-
anchey province

*Transportation difficulties 
*Population density less than 
10 people per sq.km 
*Natural disaster areas   
*Mixed class teachers (two-
class levels)
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41 Preynob Preksvay Pri-
mary School

Tanai commune, 
Prenob district, 
Preah Sihanouk 
province

*Close to Christian School 
obsorbing students   
*Difficult entrance making 
difficult to travel for teachers 
and students, and insecurity

42 Botomsakor Krouskra-
horm Primary 
School

Chamlongkor 
village, Thmorsar 
commune, Botum-
sarkor disitrict, 
Kohkong province

*Transportation difficulties 
(muddy) 
*Shortage of staff (two-shift 
and mixed class)

43 Kambol Phleatpim-
pealy Primary 
School

Svay village, Sang-
kat Snor, Khan 
Kambol, Phnom 
Penh 

*Shortage of teachers, school 
buildings, school gates, water, 
electricity, library

44 Chroychang-
va

Prekrang An-
nex School

Sangkat Prektasek, 
Khan Chroychang-
va, Phnom Penh 

*Underwater road, flooding 
and river 
*Only to teachers 
*At the Tonlesab waterfront

45 Toekchhou Dopsralav Pri-
mary School

Trapeangpring 
commune, Toek-
chhou district, 
Kampot province

*Transportation difficulties 
with 30km away from the 
district center 
*Population density less than 
10 people per sq.km  
*Shoratage teachers

46 Kampong-
trach

Kohtnot Pri-
mary School

Prekkrem com-
mune, Kampong-
trach district, 
Kampot province

*Disadvantaged area 
*Flooding area 
*Transportation  difficulties 
in rainy season (sticky road 
when raining) 
* teacher shortage

47 Ekphnom Potkantel Pri-
mary School 

Sretal village, 
Toschiveang com-
mune, Ekphnom 
district, Battam-
bang province 

*Transportation difficulties 
and water way 
*Floating school 
*Old building and underwa-
ter (only one building)  
*Teacher shortage 
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48 Krong Pailin Korkmous Pri-
mary School

Sangkat Toul Lvea, 
Krong Pailin, Pail-
in province

*Transportation difficulties 
when raining 
*Insecurity 
*Without participation from 
community

49 Stunghav Chamrangs-
neth Primary 
School

Keophos com-
mune, Stunghav 
district, Phreah 
Sihanouk province

*Transportation difficulties 
*Less population density 

50 Pichreada Antrong 
Senchey Pri-
mary School

Pouchrey com-
mune, Pichreada 
district, Mondulki-
ri province 

*Far from the district center 
(360km) 
*To reach school, it must 
come across Mondulkiri 
province and stay there one 
night and travel to Sambo 
district  
*Crossing contamination and 
if water, it needs to wait.

4.3 Recruitment of teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas

4.3.1 Sources of teacher recruitment

Sources of teacher recruitment are selected from various sources, while teachers are 
usually recruited from the national examination. In case of shortage of teacher, contract 
teachers may be selected based on the actual neccessity. Schools can also borrow teachers 
from other schools. Each school may have new teachers, transferring in or out, retirement, 
giving up working, etc. Based on stakeholder inquiries at the Province of Education, Youth 
and Sport in the study, the results show that teacher sources are most likely to be selected 
from the national exam (95%), while teachers of about 76% are contract teachers and bor-
rowed from other schools of about 41%.
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Graph 17: Sources for teacher selection at PoE and DoE

 The School principal stated that 94% of teachers came from national exams, while 10% 
were from contract teachers, and 6% were from substitute teachers.

Graph 18: Selecting teachers (director & teacher)

C omparing the responses from PoEs, DoEs and school level on teacher recruitment 
sources found that the number of teachers entering the national test was greater than 90% in 
both PoE and school principal responses.
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Graph 19: Comparison of percentages of respondents about the sources of teacher recruitment

4.3.2 Deployment of teachers to schools

Seventy-one percent of the respondents said that the deployment of teachers to schools 
did not meet the school’s actual needs, while the other 29% answered that it did meet the 
needs of the school.

Graph 20: Percentage of respondents on teacher supply

The problem of teacher segregation is not in line with the needs of the schools due to 
reasons, such as inadequate number of teachers, and meeting the needs of the national 
teachers is less compared to the actual needs of teachers, transferring out a lot from disad-
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vantaged schools to downtown schools, lack of human resources in local exams, creating 
new schools, difficulties in deploying teachers in accordance with the norms, using contract 
teachers, 2-shift/replaced teachers, using teachers teaching unspecialized subjects instead 
of subjects which are lack of teachers, and schools are far and the lack of security making 
the teachers not want to teach.

4.3.3 Disadvantaged areas in teacher selection

Through the results of the research, it has shown that some areas still face challenges in 
selecting teachers based on a number of reasons: candidates who apply for local exams are 
small; some districts are lack of resources or not able to pass teacher recruitment exams, and 
they are less likely to participate in teacher recruitment of students passing the high school 
exams; moreover, transportation are difficult to get to remote areas, along the border, new 
village creation, demining areas, and areas that have just been allocated land to the local 
people, and there is an imbalance between retired teachers and new teachers recruited.

Table 5: Areas of difficulties in recruiting teachers in PoE

No. PoEs Communes Reasons

01 Prey Veng *Preah Sdach district, commune of Preah Sdach, 
Banteay Chakrei, Reathor    
*Peamchor district, commune of Banlich Prasat, 
Neakloeung 
*Peamchor district (all schools)

 

02 Kandal *Koh Thom district, Prek Chrey commune (Kna-
tangyou, Baknam, Chroysnor village), Kampong 
Kong commune (Lveatong village), Chher Kmao 
commune (Trapeang Chrey village), Leuk Dek 
commune (Toul Sleng, Khleang village), Sampov 
Poun commune (Prek Sbov village). 
*Leuk Dek district: Khaam Samnor commune 
(Khaam Samnor Krom village), Prek dach com-
mune (Koh Kantheay village) 
*Lvea Em district: Sambour commune (Prek Char, 
Banteay Mlu village), Prek Russey commune (Prek 
Pra village), Baron commune (Khnorkar village), 
Prek Rai commune 
*Saang district: Prasat commune (Village 5, Tayor 
area)

Few candidates  
applying for the 
lower secondary 
school examination
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03 Kampong 
Cham

*Stung Trang district: all communes (employing 
more than 200 contract teachers) Omlu, Dangk-
dar, Aksartnot, Tagnoun, Toul Sambo, Toul 
Preahtrapeang 
*Chamkar Leu district: Tabrok, Chamkar Andong 
commune 
*Batheay district: Chhbar Ampov and Trab com-
mune 
*Kampong Siem district: Srok commune 
*Kangmeas district: Reaypay commune 
*Koh Sotin district 
*Srey Santhor district: Tongtralach, Chibal, Baray 
commune

 

04 Kampong 
Chhnang

*Cholkiri district 
*Kampong Leang district

The two districts 
have limited re-
sources, with few 
teachers passing in 
the examination.

05 Kampong 
Speu

*Oral district 
*Spong district 
*Phnom Srouch district

 

06 Svay 
Rieng

*Krong Bavet 
*Chantrea district

*Lack of human 
resources, limited 
knowledge 
*Living condition 
problems

07 Kratie *Sambo district: Srechis, Rolous commune  
*Snoul district: Kranhoung commune 
*Chet Borei district: Thmei, Changkrang com-
mune 
*Chhlong district: Kampong commune

Lack of human 
resources

O8 Kampong 
Thom

*Kampong Svay district: Phat Sanday commune 
*Stong district: Peangbang district, Preah Damrei 
commune 
*Sandan district: Dangkambet, Dangtong, Sochet 
commune 
*Sanngtuk district: Boeung Lvea Leu commune 
*Prasatbanlang district: Sakream commune

There is no human 
resource for a high 
school diploma.
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09 Takeo  Borey Chulsar district: Kampong Saing, Chey 
Chok commune

 

10 Kep   
11 Koh Kong *Sre Ambel district: Dang Peng, Chroy Svay, Chi-

kal Leu-Krom commune  
*Botum Sakor district: Tanon, Kandol commune 
*Kiri Sakor district, Prek Khsach, Phnhi Meas 
commune 
*Koh Kong district: Chroy Pros, Koh Kapi, Ta Tay, 
Trapaing Rong commune 
*Mondul Seima district: Bak Khong, Toul Korki, 
Peam Krasom commune 
*Thmor Bang district: Russey Chrum, Ta Tiril, 
Bralay, Tum Nob, Thmor Donpov, Chi Phat com-
mune

 

12 Stung 
Treng

 *Siem Pang district: Santepheap commune 
*Sesan district: Sdao, Srekor, Thmorkeo, Kbal 
Romeas, Talat commune 
*Thalaborivat district, Anlong Chrey commune

Hard to find hu-
man resources

13 Pursat *Bakan district, Meteuk commune 
*Kravanh district 
*Kandieng district, Rangtil commune 
*Krakor district, Kampong Luong commune

On Boeung Tonle 
Sab River

14 Rotana-
kiri

District of Andoung Mean, Borkeo, Konmum, 
Lumphat, Oda, Taveng, Vernsay 

Lack of resources, 
no local people, 
transportation 
difficulties

15 Battam-
bang

All disadvantaged areas employing contract teach-
ers

Lack of qualified 
candidates for 
teacher recruit-
ment

16 Pailin *Krong Pailin: Sangkat Pailin, Otamao  
*Sala Krao district: Stueng Kach, Stung Trang, Ou 
Andong commune

School is too far 
away

17 Siem 
Reap

All schools are located in Svay Leu district.  

18 Preah 
Vihear

*Cham Ksarn district: Yeang commune  
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19 Otdar 
Meanchey

*Trapaing Prasat district: Phaav commune (bor-
der) 
*Anlong Veng district: Lumtong commune (newly 
created) 
*Banteay Ampil district, Beng, Ampil commune 
(human resources) 
*Chongkal district, Pongror commune, (human 
resorces) 
*Krong Samrong, Osmach commune, Sangkat 
Konkriel (human resources)

*Remote areas 
along the border 
*New villages cre-
ated, demarcated 
areas, and lands 
distributed to the 
people 
*Not enough 
human resources 
for exams (inqual-
ified)

20 Banteay 
Meanchey

*Ou Chrov district Less value of edu-
cation

21 Preah 
Sihanouk

*Sangkat Koh Rong  

22 Phnom 
Penh 

*Khan Kambol, Prek Phnov, Posenchey, Dangkor, 
Chroychangva  

Imbalance be-
tween retired 
teachers and new 
teachers

23 Kampot *Toekchhu district, Trapeang Phleang, Decho 
Akphivath and Taken communes 
*Toekchhu district, Stungkeo commune  
*Kampongtrach, Boeungsalang Khangtbong com-
mune

 

24 Tbaung 
Khmum

*Memot district, Tramung, Tonloung, Cham-
kravean, Cham, Chanmoul, Rong, Teak, Korki, 
Kamporn, Rumchek, Chamtamao communes  
*Tambe district, Trapeangpring and Chongcheach, 
Sedaneangtert communes  
*Kroch Chhmar district, Chhuk and Toulsnol  
*Tbaung Khmum district, Anchoeum commune, 
Boeungproul, Kor and Thmor Pich communes 

 

25   Mon-
dulkiri

*Koh Nhek district, Royai commune (Kdol village 
with 40-50km)  
*Pichreada district, Anlongsen Chey commune 
from Kratie

 Lack of resources, 
difficulties in de-
ploying teachers  
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4.3.4 Statistics of schools in the disadvantaged areas

A. Contract teachers

The number of entities and schools employing highest contract teachers for academic 
year 2018-2019 is Banteay Meanchey (299 schools), while Siem Reap (296 schools) stands 
as the second place and Tbaung Khmum (255 schools) is the third one; on the other hand, 
provinces which do not employ contract teachers at the kindergarten and primary education, 
including Kep, Preah Sihanouk, Kampot and Phnom Penh. In kindergarten, only Prey Veng 
has the highest number of kindergarten (74 schools) employing contract teachers and Ban-
teay Meanchey has 8 schools, Takeo with 5 schools, and Pailin with 2 schools.

Graph 21: Number of schools in the disadvantaged and remote areas employing contract teachers

B. Contract teachers and two-shift teachers of up to 50% at primary school

The number of entities and schools employing contract teachers and teachers teaching 
two classes, two shifts of up to 50% at primary school in academic year 2018-2019 is Bat-
tambang standing as the first place, while the second province is Pursat, and the third one 
is Otdarmeanchey; on the contrary, provinces which do not employ contract teachers and 
two-class and two-shift teachers, such as Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Speu, Kep and 
Tbaung Khmum. 
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Graph 22: Number of schools in the disadvantaged and remote areas employing contract, two class, two 
shift teachers of up to 50% at primary school

C. Teachers teaching unspecialties and overtime of up to 30% at secondary school

The number of enities and schools employing unspecialized teachers and overtime of 
up to 30% in the academic year 2018-2019 with three highest ranked provinces: Tbaung 
Khmum (155), Siem Reap (63) and Banteay Meanchey (47), including five provinces that 
do not employ the unspecialized teachers and additional time of up to 30%, including Kam-
pong Chhnang, Kampong Speu, Svay Rieng, Pailin and Phnom Penh, while the provinces 
have only teachers employing unspecialized one or two teachers are Sihanouk, Kratie, Kep 
and Phnom Penh.

Graph 23: Number of schools in disadvantaged and remote areas employing unspecialized teachers and 
overtime of up to 30% at secondary schools
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4.3.5 Statistics for teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas

A. Formal Teacher 

The provinces with the highest number of teachers in the disadvantaged and remote ar-
eas for the academic year 2018-2019 are Siem Reap with the highest number of teachers, 
with 3232 teachers, followed by Banteay Meanchey (3049) and the third highest one is Bat-
tambang (2678), while the province with the lowest number of teachers in the remote areas 
of the academic year 2018-2019 are Phnom Penh (57) and Sihanoukville of 313 teachers.

Graph 24: Number of Formal teachers in the disadvantaged and remote areas

B. Contract teachers

Provinces with the largest number of contract teachers working in the disadvantaged and 
remote areas in the academic year 2018-2019 are Siem Reap with the highest percentage 
and the second largest province is Kompong Thom and the province has no contract teach-
ers in the disadvantaged and remote areas, including Kandal, Kampong Chhnang, Kep, 
Preah Sihanouk, Kampot and Phnom Penh.
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Graph 25: Number of contract teachers in remote disadvantaged and remote areas

C. Two-classe and two-shift teachers

Provinces employ two-class and two-shift teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas in 
the academic year 2018-2019 with the highest teachers are Prey Veng, Battambang, Tbaung 
Khmum, Kampong Cham and Banteay Meanchey; on the contrary, Kampong Chhnang, 
Kampong Speu, Kep and Mondulkiri do not employ two-class and two-shift teachers in 
disadvantaged and remote areas.
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Graph 26: Number of two-class and two-shift teachers in disadvantaged and remote areas

D. Teacher teaching two and three class levels

The provinces use the highest two-class levels of teachers is Banteay Meanchey, and the 
second highest province is Ratanakiri, while the third highest three-class level is Ratanaki-
ri. Mondulkiri, Preah Vihear, Koh Kong, and Banteay Meanchey in the disadvantaged and 
remote areas for the academic year 2018-2019. At the same time, some provinces do not 
use two-clss level and three-class level teachers, including Kampong Chhnang, Kep and 
Phnom Penh.
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Graph 27: Number of teachers with two-class and three-class levels

4.4 Incentives in disadvantaged and remote areas

Education officials, who are working in the disadvantaged and remote areas, are offered 
monthly incentives (area allowance) with three levels:

• Disadvantaged area receives KHR80,000 per month

• Remote area type 1 receives KHR100,000 per month

• Remote area type 2 receives KHR120,000 per month.

4.4.1 Perception on area incentives

From the points of view, stakeholders who were interviewed about the amount of in-
centives provided to education officials working in disadvantaged and remote entities and 
schools should receive the following monthly average allowance:

• Average allowance for disadvantaged areas is KHR144,249 per month

• Average allowance for disadvantaged areas type 1 is KHR168,592 per month
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• Average allowance for disadvantaged areas is KHR203,025 per month.

Table 6: Perceptions on allowance for each region

Type of Areas No. of Re-
spondents Minimum Maximum Average Standard 

deviation

Allowance for disadvan-
taged area 563 80,000R 100,000R 144,249R 125,406R

Allowance for disadvan-
taged area type 1 412 80,000R 120,000R 168,592R 120,590R

Allowance for disadvan-
taged area type 2 443 100,000R 140,000R 203,025R 138,896R

4.4.2 Perception of the amount of money on disadvantaged areas

The Provinces of Education, Youth and Sport, and the Districts of Education, Youth 
and Sport, see the allowance for education officers working in enitties and schools in the 
disadvantaged and remote areas should receive an average of 345,556 Riel per month in 
line with the principle of encouraging education officials to serve in disadvantaged areas; 
in contrast, the gap in the area allowance is too big from the mean (standard deviation = $ 
425,229.00R), which range from 80,000R to 2,000,000R.

Table 7: Perceptions of allowance on the most disadvantaged areas

 No. of Re-
spondents

Minimum Maximum Average Standard 
deviation

Allowance for the 
disadvantaged areas

72 80,000R 2,000,000R 345,556R 425,229R

  

Median and Mode of the allowance for the disadvantaged areas is 2,000,000Riel per 
month as the basis for considering the size of the allowance for civil servants working in 
entities and schools that are not very disadvantaged in each region, similar to the amount 
of incentives requested by the stakeholder of this study for remote area type 2 (203,025R).
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 4.4.3 Direction of use of area allowance

The monthly allowance for education officers who teach in disadvantaged areas has 
helped them to improve the living expenses of their families for rent, travel (teachers from 
distance and province), catering and other issues that benefit for their requirements. Among 
them, the highest expenditure on travel and the second highest expenditure is to improve 
their family living conditions.

Graph 28: Percentage of respondents on the direction of  area allowance 

P ercentage of each respondent on area allowance for education spending by region  
officials, most of them stressed on travel costs (over 80%), while food about 65% and im-
proving family life of 64.3 % and for house rent from distance district and province of 30%.

Graph 29: Percentage of respondents in the direction of spending each region’s allowance
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4.5 Challenges

The study gathered challenges related to the identification and criteria of disadvantaged 
and remote areas, including 25 target PoEs and 50 DoEs. In addition, the challenges of the 
school are gathered for analyzing the factors that the school principals and teachers are facing.

4.5.1 Province of Education, Youth and Sport

At the Province of Education, Youth and Sport, the challenges of identifying the dis-
advantaged areas include (1) transportation difficulties (long distance for teachers, unsafe 
roads, mountain schools), (2) shortage of teachers (unspecialized teachers and teachers’ 
movement), ( 3) difficulties in assessing disadvataged areas (some schools are small, which 
are not in the conditions as the disadvantaged areas, but difficult situation in employing 
staff (few staff with many classes and students), (4) no specific data on population densi-
ty, (5) lack of water or electricity supply, (6) no accommodation for teachers, (7) lack of 
school buildings, (8) teachers staying away from school (different province), (9) incomplete 
school, (10) migration, (11) fears of conflict after the disconnection of area allowance, (12) 
mobilized people, (13) indigenous languages (multi-lingual).

4.5.2 Districts of Education, Youth and Sport

At the District of Education, Youth and Sport, the challenges of identifying the disadvan-
taged areas include (1) transportation difficulties (long distance teachers), (2) shortage of 
teachers (wrong specialized teachers), (3) difficulty in identifying disadvantaged areas (for 
example, schools are not in diadvantaged communes, but they are difficult because schools 
in disadvantaged areas; however, they are identified that they are in good conditions), so the 
DoEs raised that they have one criteria, while the PoEs said they have two criteria, lack of 
documentation from the top management, (4) other issues, such as low subsidy, difficulty in 
collecting students to school, dropout of school to work, wastage of war, border, low-den-
sity, (5) natural disasters (floods, storms, fires), (6) lack of drinking water or electricity, (7) 
poor living conditions (lack of health centers) and migration, (8) no accommodations for 
teachers, (9) teachers from far away (differnt district/province), and (10) lack of school 
buildings (not enough rooms, no administrative office, old buildings, leaking-roof buildings).
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4.5.3 Schools

In the target schools studied, school principals and teachers also highlighted some of the 
challenges. The school principals identified the lack of teachers (unspecialized teachers, 
movement of teachers), transportation difficulties (long-distance teachers, unsafe roads), 
lack of school buildings (building with no sufficient rooms, no administrative room, old 
buildings, leaking-roof buildings), poor living conditions (lack of health centers), migra-
tion, lack of access to water or clean water, electricity, natural disasters (under-water, storm, 
wildfire), no accommodations for teachers, no library, lack of supplies (textbooks, ...), lack 
of toilet facilities and other problems, such as gangs, insecurity, low density, boundaries, 
teachers not receiving area allowance to make them unhappy, parents not encouraging chil-
dren to school, late enrollment, high drop-out, limited community involvement, limited 
administration, and limited school budget process.

Similarly, teachers raised the lack of teachers (unspecialized teaching...), transportation 
difficulties (slipping roads, boat taking, difficulty in traveling, away from the community, 
teachers living away from school, lack of school buildings (building with lack of rooms, no 
administrative office, old buildings, leaking-roof buildings), no libraries, lack of materials 
(textbooks, ...), lack of water or water system, electricity, poor living conditions, disease, 
migration, lack or no accommodations for teachers, natural disasters (under water, storms), 
lack of toilets, few people living along the border and other problems (parents do not push 
their children to school, absent students, dropout, school with no fence, drug use, bully peo-
ple destroying school, safety issues for teachers and female students, and less participation 
from community).

4.6 Requests

4.6.1 Province of Education, Youth and Sport

 In order to improve the identification of disadvantaged areas as well as the criteria, the 
P rovince of Education, Youth and Sport has requested to increase allowance (based on 
time and distance), revise criteria according to local conditions  and disseminate broadly 
(mountain and lack of teacher school), build accommodations for teachers and students 
living away from school, provide additional teachers based on school requirements, (select 
t eachers in local if possible), build more school buildings (no administrative office, old 
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school building, lack of rooms, keep providing area allowance, direct school inspection, 
and separate the disadvantaged area type 1 and type 2 by each district and help solve trans-
portation issues.

4.6.2 District of Education, Youth and Sport

The Districts of Education, Youth and Sport have requested to supplement (and provide 
timely) keep the same amount of money (keep providing area allowance), adjust the criteria 
for local conditions (distance roads), disseminate comprehensively, provide more teach-
ers as required by the school, deploy teachers to disadvantaged areas or allocate teachers 
prior to exams by commune much clearer (select teachers in the local if possible), build 
accommondations for teachers and students from the distance, build more school buildings, 
help solve the transportation problems, provide scholarships to poor students, include new 
schools as the disadvantaged schools, fund for school researches, and build additional li-
braries.

 4.6.3 School principals

In addition, the school principals have also asked to provide supplemental allowance, 
provide additional teachers to the needs of school, maintain the same area (keep provid-
ing area allowance), build additional school buildings, build accommendations for teachers 
(from distance), build libraries, and provide teaching and learning materials (textbooks), 
so lve transportation problems, build toilets, water shortage, electricity and other issues, 
including building school fence, conduct direct school control, help guide regional school 
directors to understand the policy of disadvantaged areas, help provide disease prevention 
measures, help poor students, improve school budget process.

4.6.4 Teachers

Similarly, in order to improve the identification of disadvantaged areas as well as the 
criteria, teachers also requested to keep the same amount of money (keep providing allow-
ance), build more school buildings according to the school’s actual needs, build teacher’s 
accommodations, build libraries and support materials (textbooks), provide extra funding, 
to ilets, additional teachers, help deal with water shortage, electricity, post-disaster man-
agement and other issues, such as building fence, expanding school grounds, community 
involvement, direct school inspections, helping schools evaluate local teacher recruitment, 



disease prevention measures, and help poor students.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Roadmap for identifying disadvantaged areas

Accoring to the contents in sub-decree No. 37 ANKR.BK of the Royal Government of Cam-
bodia dated March 18, 2015 about area allowance for civil servants in the education and 
health  have been assigned by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport and the Ministry 
of Health, in consultation with the Ministry of Public Works and the Ministry of Economy 
and Finance as well as the relevant ministries on institutions and defining disadvantaged and 
remote areas’ policies and criteria, and setting up allowances at specific locations on a regular 
basis. 

The results of this study will contribute to the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport in 
making decisions on the setting up of disavantaged and remote areas with the proposal of 
the Province of Education, Youth and Sport each year.

To base this decision, the number of disadvantaged entities and schools, as well as the 
statistics of educational officials in disadvantaged areas, must be updated to meet the 7 
criterias. Determining the number of criteria can be classified as areas and the number of 
schools face difficulties as follows:

2020 (starting): If it matches only one criteria, it should be cut out of some entities, and 
if it matches 2 to 4 criterias, it is classified into disadvantaged area type 1; in contrast, if it 
matches 5 to 7 criterias, it is classified into the disadvantaged area type 2 and it focuses on 
the schools which are the most difficult within the 25 provinces.

2021: If it matches only one or two criteria, it should be cut, and if it matches 3 to 5 cri-
terias, it should be considered as the disadvantage area type 1. If it matches 6 to 7 criterias, 
it is classified as the disadvantaged area type 2 and it focues on the schools matching the 7 
criterias in the 25 provinces.

2022: If it matches 4 to 7 criterias, it is classified into one single disadvantaged area and 
provide the support to the disadvantaged schools.

2023 onwards: If it matches 5 to 7 criterias, it is classified into one single disadvantaged 
area and provide support to the disadvantaged schools.     
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At the same time, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport must have proper data 
management systems of entities and schools in disadvantaged areas with clear mechanisms 
for reducing the situation with full support to schools by strengthening school management.

5.2 Criteria for classification of disadvantaged areas

In this research, most educational officials are aware of the disadvantaged area about 
their allowance they receive for working in the disadvantaged entities and schools set out in 
the Prakas No. 2603 AYK.BK dated 01 October 2014 by the Ministry of Education, Youth 
and Sport on identifying entities and schools as disadvantaged and remote areas. 

The previous five criterias have been implemented in different ways which mean it is 
applied based on actual condition; some entities have only one condition, while some en-
tities have two, three, and four conditions. 55% of participants felt that the criteria of the 
disadvantaged and remote areas should be modified with some additional criteria. However, 
transportation issues remain the mainstay of all criteria, followed by low population densi-
ty, permanent flood, misuse of teachers, integration areas, incomplete schools and contract 
teachers. In addition, a number of factors should be taken into account: schools that are 
far away from urban areas, where there have no local teachers, no local markets, health 
centers, islands, transportation, waterways, malaria and infectious diseases, insecurity ar-
eas, landmines and unexploded ordnance, water scarcity, forests, mountain, etc. About 83% 
of Provinces of Education, Youth and Sport, and Districts of Education, Youth and Sport 
are regularly updating disadvantaged areas in accordance with the Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sport’s direction No. 1277 AYK.BL, dated on 11 March 2019. The redefined 
areas are disadvantaged areas in type 1 and  2. 

According to analysis above, the attachment of the Province and District of Education, 
Youth and Sport, the number of entities and schools that meet the new criteria of disadvan-
taged areas are decreasing.

The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport shall have a strategy to cut off disadvantaged 
areas and provide strong support to the most disadvantaged areas by examining the situa-
tion of the schools in particular that designated by the Pronvince and District of Education, 
Youth and Sport, and the status of those schools as the basis for defining specific criteria.
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5.3 Encouraging teachers in disadvantaged areas

How much should a teacher in a disadvantaged area receive a monthly allowance for 
type 1 and type 2? 

The results of this study indicate that the area allowance should be given to civil servants 
who are working in disadvantaged entities and schools as follows:

• Allowance in disadvantaged areas type 1: KHR156,420.50 

• Allowance in disadvantaged areas type 2: KHR185,808.50 

The aforementioned area allowance can improve the living standards of the civil ser-
vants to pay for transportation, food, and accommodation for teachers from long distance 
provinces.

The disadvantaged schools should have high levels of infrastructure, financial facilities 
and additional support for educational officials who are working there to further encourage 
them to work hard and continue teaching there for long.

5.4 Feasibility of cancellation of remote areas

In response to the question, should there be more remote areas? Why? Through this re-
search, all participants as well as the feedback received from the participants of the consul-
tation workshop who supported for elimination of remote areas in type 1 and 2 and review 
the feasibility of those disadvantaged areas type 1 or type 2 according to the criteria of each 
region in response to the implementation of mitigation policies of poverty reduction and the 
recent development of the Royal Government, such as better telecommunications, making 
it easier for citizens, students and civil servants to travel, have local pagodas, hospitals and 
adequate electricity and also in the downtown area. 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusion

The study on disadvantaged areas in education has received the full participation of 
stakeholders from 25 target Provinces of Education, Youth and Sport, 50 Districts of Edu-
cation, Youth and Sport, and 100 schools, in which 53 are primary schools and 47 are lower 
secondary schools. At the same time, statistics are used on the basis of data, information, 
educational adnimistration and personnel management systems in consultation with skilled 
officials of relevant departments, and legal documents related to disadvantaged areas as 
well as documents through the literature review.

The disadvantaged areas have been identified through a Prakas by the Ministry of Edu-
cation, Youth and Sport, as well as further instructions to the Provinces of Education, Youth 
and Sport in regular updates with number of entities and schools, as well as the number of 
officials in disadvantaged areas, was determined by Provinces of Education, Youth with the 
approval of the Provincial Governor to identify disadvantaged areas include:

• Areas of transportation difficulties

• Areas with population density less than 10 people per sq.km

• Areas with permanent flood or natural disaster 

• Areas with incomplete schools

• Areas with integration or border 

• Areas with employing 50% of contract, two-classes, two-shift teachers (for primary 
school)

• Areas with employing 30% of unspecialized and additional time teachers (for lower 
secondary education)

• Others: Schools located far away from districts, areas with no local teachers, no mar-
kets, no health centers, areas of islands, waterway transportation, malaria and infec-
tious diseases, insecurity areas, landmine, water scarcity, mountains, etc.
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 6.2 Recommendations

According to  the result of the research study, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport 
should focus on the disadvantaged situation of the schools directly rather than focus on the 
area because the situation does not reflect the realities and needs of the schools. Moreover, 
teachers who volunteer to work in disadvantaged schools should be encouraged by provid-
ing budgets, resources, and opportunities to stabilize their families. In order to ensure the 
effectiveness of the implementation of the use of the area allowance, the determination of 
the use of education staff, the deployment of teachers and the encouragement of teachers 
in disadvantaged areas, the recommendations from this study propose to the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport with the following mechanisms:

1. Update the disadvantaged entities and schools (low, medium, high) with a database to 
accurately record the changing situations of the entities and schools.

2. Reductive strategies of support for schools and entities where are facing less disad-
vantages to help the most disadvantages.

3. Strengthen the school evaluational system, disadvantaged entities to meet the criteria 
and changes in a timely manner.

4. Regular financial support, incentives, and additional support for teachers who volun-
teer to teach at extremely disadvantaged schools.

5. Strengthen teacher-transfering system - transferring in and out, selection examination 
responding to the actual needs of each school.
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Appendix

*Samples of capital, provinces, districts, and schools

The sample of disadvantaged areas in education

No. Capital/Province Krong/district School

01   Pursat

1. Krakor
1. Ansar Chambok Primary School
2. Svay Sar Lower Secondary School

2. Krong Pursat
3. Phnom Trang Primary School
4. Thmor Bei Dom Lower Secondary 
School

02   Kampong Thom
3. Prasat Sambo 

5. Sambo Primary School
6. Atsou Lower Secondary School

4. Prasat Balang
7. Sala Visai Primary School
8. Bosveng Lower Secondary School

03   Battambang

5. Ekphnom 
9. Bakprea Primary School
10. Prey Chas Lower Secondary School

6. Ratanak Mondul
11. Srang Meanchey Primary School
12. Meta Karona Lower Secondary 
School

04   Siem Reap
7. Kralanh

13. Sarsai Pong Primary School
14. Toek Chum Lower Secondary 
School

8. Pouk
15. Mukpen Primary School
16. Trakiet Lower Secondary School

05   Kampong Cham
9. Cherng Prey

17. Koh Champar Primary School
18. Pringchum Lower Secondary 
School

10. Srey Santhor
19. Sleng Primary School
20. Ksorng Lower Secondary School

06   Tbaung Khmum

11. Tbaung Khmum
21. Damnak Char Primary School
22. Ancherm Lower Secondary School

12. Ponha Krek
23. Trapeang Pring Primary School
24. Trapeang Phlong Lower Secondary 
School
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07   Banteay Meanchey

13. Krong Serei  
Sophorn

25. Chhuk Primary School
26. Mkak Lower Secondary School

14. Mongkul Borei
27. Sraschhuk Primary School
28. Sambo Lower Secondary School

08   Kampong Speu

15. Samrong Tong
29. Kantuot Primary School
30. Toul Samphy Lower Secondary 
School

16. Phnom Srouch
31. Treng Trayoeng Primary School
32. Sansam Kosal Lower Secondary 
School

09   Kratie
17. Sambo

33. Opreah Primary School
34. Okreang Lower Secondary School

18. Chet Borei
35. Svay Chrum Primary School
36. Meanchey Lower Secondary School

10   Kampot

19. Toek Chhou
37. Prek Tnot Primary School
38. Trapeang Ropov Lower Secondary 
School

20. Kampong Trach
39. Anlong Thlan Primary School
40. Russey Srok Lower Secondary 
School

11   Kandal

21. Koh Thom
41. Chroy Snor Primary School
42. Prek Chrey Lower Secondary 
School

22. Saang 
43. Chroy Russey Primary School
44. Hun Sen Prasat Lower Secondary 
School

12   Phnom Penh
23. Posenchey

45. Phliet Simpealy Primary School
46. Toul Snor Lower Secondary School

Russey Keo
47. Prek Rang Primary School
48. Prek Rang Lower Secondary School

13   Prey Veng
25. Svay Antor

49. Krang Chambok Primary School
50. Serei Udom Lower Secondary 
School

26. Porieng 
51. Prek Chreyleu Primary School
52. Heng Samrin Anlong Trea Lower 
Secondary School
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14   Svay Rieng
27. Krong Bavit 

53. Prasat Primary School
54. Prasat Lower Secondary School

28. Chantrea
55. Toul Sdei Primary School
56. Chantrea Lower Secondary School

15   Preah Sihanouk

29. Stunghav
57. Thmor Rieng Primary School
58. Keo Phos Lower Secondary School

30. Preynob
59. Prek Svay Primary School
60. Dongbreng Tanai Lower Secondary 
School

16   Takeo

31. Kirivong
61. Kamnob Primary School
62. Wat Angkor Lower Secondary 
School

32. Treang
63. Prey Sandek Primary School
64. Watbarayvihear 2 Lower Secondary 
School

17   Kampong Chhanng

33. Toek Phos
65. Hun Sen Romeas Primary School
66. Akphivat Lower Secondary School

34. Samaki Meanchey
67. Andongbreng Primary School
68. Chrok Tnot Lower Secondary 
School

18   Kep
35. Krong Kep

69. Hun Sen Kep Primary School
70. Hun Sen Keo Krasang Lower Sec-
ondary School

36. Damnak  
Chang Eur

71. Chamkar Svay Primary School
72. Pongtoek Lower Secondary School

19   Mondulkiri
37. Orang

73. Bourang Primary School
74. Dakdam Lower Secondary School

38. Pichreada
75. Sre Sleng Primary School 
76. Ophlay Lower Secondary School

20   Stung Treng

39. Sesan
77. Ophon Primary School
78. Sesan Lower Secondary School

40. Siembok
79. Ochraloeng Primary School
80. Orussey Kandal Lower Secondary 
School
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21   Otdar Meanchey
41. Chongkal

81. Sre Brang Primary School
82. Cherng Tien Lower Secondary 
School

42. Krong Samrong
83. Hun Sen Sras Toek Primary School
84. Osmach Lower Secondary School

22   Preah Vihear

43. Kulen
85. Koh Ke Primary School
86. Srayang Lower Secondary School

44. Krong Tbeng 
Meanchey

87. Bakam Primary School
88. Chheanmuk Lower Secondary 
School

23   Ratanakiri

45. Borkeo
89. Trom Primary School
90. Borkeo Lower Secondary School

46. Konmum
91. Neang Dei Primary School
92. Sre Ankrang Lower Secondary 
School

24   Koh Kong

47. Bortum Sakor
93. Andong Toek Primary School
94. Ponleu Vichea Lower Secondary 
School

48. Mondul Seima
95. Bak Klang Primary School
96. Hun Sen Chamyeam Lower Sec-
ondary School

25   Pailin

49. Krong Pailin
97. Bortangsu Primary School
98. Boryakhar Lower Secondary School

50. Salakrao
99. Salakrao Prmary School
100. Phsar Prum Lower Secondary 
School

Total: 26 municipality/provinces / 50 krongs/districts / 100 schools
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*Data Entry Form
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* Setting variables in SPSS

 

Name Type Width Decimals Label Values Missing Measure
1 Counter Numeric 8 0 Auto Number None None Scale
2 Resp_ID Numeric 8 0 Respondent ID None None Scale
3 Resp_Type Numeric 8 0 Type of Respondent {1, PoE}... None Scale
4 Province String 16 0 Province None None Nominal
5 Age Numeric 2 0 Age None None Scale
6 Gender Numeric 8 0 Gender {1, Male}... None Scale
7 Sch_Type Numeric 8 0 School Type {1, Primary School}... None Scale
8 Exp_Cur_Pos Numeric 8 0 Numbers of years experience in the current position None None Scale
9 Exp_Edu Numeric 8 0 Numbers of years experience in the education sector None None Scale

10 AgeT Numeric 8 0 Age Rage {1, Less than 26}... None Ordinal
11 Exp_Cur_Pos_T Numeric 8 0 Numbers of years experience in the current position {1, Less than 6 years}... None Ordinal
12 Exp_Eud_T Numeric 8 0 Number of years experience in the education sector {1, Less than 6 years}... None Ordinal
13 Know_DA Numeric 8 0 Know about disadvantage area {1, Never known}... None Scale
14 B02_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
15 B02_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
16 B02_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
17 B02_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
18 B02_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
19 B02_6 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
20 B03 Numeric 8 0 Number of criterias identifying disadvantaged area {1, 1 of 5}... 6 Nominal
21 B04 Numeric 8 0 Number of institute and school in disadvantaged area None None Scale
22 B04_Sch_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
23 B04_Sch_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
24 B04_Sch_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
25 B04_Sch_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
26 B04_Sch_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
27 B04_Sch_6 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
28 B05_PoEDoE Numeric 8 0 Update based on letter 1277 {1, Yes}... None Nominal
29 B06_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
30 B06_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
31 B06_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
32 B06_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
33 B06_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
34 B06_6 Numeric 8 0 Contract teacher and 2 shifts from 50% {0, No}... None Scale
35 B06_7 Numeric 8 0 Missing subject teachers with additional hours from 30% {0, No}... None Scale
36 B06_8 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
37 Sitll_Difficulty Numeric 8 0 Still difficulty {1, Yes}... None Scale
38 B07 Numeric 8 0 Update the disadvantage area {1, Yes}... None Nominal
39 B07_Yes Numeric 8 0 The number of disadvantaged area type {0, No}... None Scale
40 B08_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
41 B08_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
42 B08_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
43 B08_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
44 B08_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
45 B08_6 Numeric 8 0 Contract teacher and 2 shifts from 50% {0, No}... None Scale
46 B08_7 Numeric 8 0 Missing subject teachers with additional hours from 30% {0, No}... None Scale
47 B08_8 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
48 B09_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
49 B09_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
50 B09_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
51 B09_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
52 B09_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
53 B09_6 Numeric 8 0 Contract teacher and 2 shifts from 50% {0, No}... None Scale
54 B09_7 Numeric 8 0 Missing subject teachers with additional hours from 30% {0, No}... None Scale
55 B09_8 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
56 B10 Numeric 8 0 Change the criteria of disadvantaged area in Prakas 2603? {1, Yes}... None Scale
57 B11_1 Numeric 8 0 Difficult in transportation {0, No}... None Scale
58 B11_2 Numeric 8 0 Population density less than 10 persons per square kilometers {0, No}... None Scale
59 B11_3 Numeric 8 0 Permanent flood or natural disaster area {0, No}... None Scale
60 B11_4 Numeric 8 0 Intergration area or nearby border {0, No}... None Scale
61 B11_5 Numeric 8 0 Incompleted school area {0, No}... None Scale
62 B11_6 Numeric 8 0 Contract teacher and 2 shifts from 50% {0, No}... None Scale
63 B11_7 Numeric 8 0 Missing subject teachers with additional hours from 30% {0, No}... None Scale
64 B11_8 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
65 C10_1 Numeric 8 0 National Examination Selection {0, No}... None Scale
66 C10_2 Numeric 8 0 Use the contracted teacher {0, No}... None Scale
67 C10_3 Numeric 8 0 Borrow teachers from other school {0, No}... None Scale
68 C10_4 Numeric 8 0 Transfer-in teacher {0, No}... None Scale
69 C10_5 Numeric 8 0 Other {0, No}... None Scale
70 C11 Numeric 8 0 Teacher Deployment to the school demand {1, Yes}... None Scale
71 D04_1 Numeric 8 0 Improve family life {0, No}... None Scale
72 D04_2 Numeric 8 0 Transportation costs {0, No}... None Scale
73 D04_3 Numeric 8 0 Meal {0, No}... None Scale
74 D04_4 Numeric 8 0 Rent accomodation {0, No}... None Scale
75 D04_5 Numeric 8 0 Others {0, No}... None Scale
76 D02_DA Numeric 8 0 Incentive for Disadvantaged Area None None Scale
77 D02_RA_T1 Numeric 8 0 Incentive for Rural Area Type 1 None None Scale
78 D02_RA_T2 Numeric 8 0 Incentive for Rural Area Type 2 None None Scale
79 D03 Numeric 8 0 Incentive for Most Dificult Area None None Scale
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* Guidelines for updating entities, schools and education staff in disadvantaged areas
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* A sub-decree on area allowance for civil servants in education and health 
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* Prakas on setting entities and schools in disadvantaged areas
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